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Let’s see now f
where were we? Oh, yes. I told you

a little about Australia - geographical ly, that is. I also

mentioned that we are, proportionally, at least as well

endowed (lovely expression) with TVs and TSs. But I m not

sure many people knew that before the nineteen-f ifties.

I’m not shy about my age so I’ll admit that at the

beginning of that decade I was fourteen and weli into

Mummy’s clothes. Had been for some years. Unlike hosts

of other TVs (in my case, always verging T5 but never

brave enough) I knew I wasn t alone in the world. My

father was a TV and a very active one. But he was also

a man with whom I could discuss nothing and so he never

knew that I knew and he didn’t know about me.

I raise the point only because it was significant

at the time in encouraging my young inquisitive mind to

seek about for evidence of others, a factor suddenly

encouraged even further by the emergence of Christine

Jorgensen. I think perhaps the U.5. was not so very

different from Australia in this respect. Only after

Christine was there, the beginnings of a genuine

emergence from the closet, which of course, really took

hold in the permissive sixties.

My seeking after soulmates found me quite a few

but at this stage always as pen-friends. I was twenty-

six before I met another girl like me and then, suddenly

there was a flood to replace the famine.
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A Sydney (it had to be wicked Sydney) entrepreneur

opened Australia’s Jewel Box Revue in Kings Cross and I

hurried there (ran?) the moment I knew it existed. There,

and later at Les Girls and The Purple Onion, I met over

a period of four or five years, fifty or more girls, some

performers, many not. Some beautiful, some just average,

but all, to me, simply wonderful.

I should make it clear right now, in the interests

of total honesty, that I never at this stage, went

anywhere en femme. For a start I was too scared. For

seconds, I had no opportunity for reasons which aren’t

important. But, oh, God, how I wished I could. So,

although many of the people I met knew, it was never

Joanne they -met

.

But being a journalist by profession and inquisitive

by nature, I continued exploring.

Clubs like the Jewel Box and Les Girls were soon

opened in Melbourne, Adelaide, Perth and even staid old

Brisbane, or at least the* Gold Coast (our equivalent of

Miami Beach.)

Absolutely nothing happened sociologically thbugh.

It seemed that the general public ’acceptance’ of we

girls was confined entirely to the nightclub and revue

stage. In fact, in the early years of the club scene the

girls were forbidden by law to travel to and from the

venues dressed. Not that that stopped them, of couse,

and for a while, until they realised the ridiculousness of

it, the courts were full of very attractive ’boys’ (many

of whom could not possibly look male if they worked at it

for a month). Ultimately, the futility of such a law was

realised and relaxed - for some time it was still on the

statutes but police were instructed not to push for

prosecution except where there were cases of obvious

soliciting.
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For a while the clubs flourished (I mentioned last

issue that Les Girls seems to be blessed with the secret
of eternal life - it’s still going strong.) But not all the
girls were great performers and not all of them really

wanted to perform. They were doing it because in the

early days it was a way of getting away with it. With the

relaxation of the laws concerning being dressed in public

many of them gave up 'public life' and pursued (relativ-

ely) normal careers - designers, graphic artists, seam-
stresses.

We are, however, still talking about the really

good-looking ones, the easy passers. Those of us less

likely to get away with it, very largely remain closeted -

afraid of our families, the public and the law, despite

the fact that the law remained virtually impotent.

Something had to be done and something was about

to be done. Vhat - next time.

Cheers,

By Dr. Harry Benjamin

By special arrangement with Crown Publishers, this

long out of print book is available again in limited

quantities from The Human Outreach & Achieve-

ment Institute . Deluxe Edition, $39.95, Regular

Edition, $34.95. Add $3.50 postage and handling.

Send remittance to the Institute at: Kenmore Station,

Suite 368, Boston, MA 02215-0368
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THE
GROSS3DRESSER • JSMOVIE GUIDE

Compiled by Fobyn Ann

The following list contains films that deal

with or feature crossdressing. The film title is

followed by the year of its release and the

following codes:
** - beware of killer TV’s! ,

* - indicates film is available on videotape.

0 -indicates TV/TS is a major theme in the

film.

-crossdressing is a minor theme but still

important to the story.

t -there is only a brief scene featuring some
form of crossdressing.

8 -there is an appearance by a famous FI, TS,

etc

.

This list is by no means complete. If there are

any films that any of our readers can think of,

please contact us and we will update this list.

...AUD JUSTICE FOE ALL (1979) •> t

A1 Pacino is a dynamic young lawyer hired to

defend a frightened TV who also gets strip-searched
in a cell block in front of dozens of leering male

inmates.

AFGEL (1983)
"

Dick Shawn is a street queen in this exploita-

tion film about teenage prostitution.

AUBTIE (1986) ,
"

A young man's favorite aunt dies and leaves him

her bordello and he must become 'Auntie' to keep the

business going.

BACHELOR PARTY (1984) , t, «

Film was one of Tom Hanks' first. Features
appearance by Christopher Korley in Marilyn outfit.

"She pees standing up!"
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ttBEYOID THE VALLEY OF THE DOLLS (1970)
,

This Russ Meyer epic features an all-girl rock
band (the Carrie Rations!), two lesbians, a Nazi and
a killer TV.

BOY, VHAT A GIRL! (1946) , 0
All-black musical-comedy features Tim Moore as

a producer who dons women’s clothes in order to

make the show go on.

BRIGHT LIGHTS, BIG CITY (1988) t

Starring Michael J. Fox, based on novel by Jay

Mclnerney. Features ‘Zette’ as 'Stevie', a TV party-

goer.

BRITARRIA HOSPITAL (1982) , t

Lindsey Anderson’s comedy with Malcolm
McDowell contains cameo bits from a host of great

British character performers,

CABARET (1972) , t

Bob Fosse’s musical features Lisa Minnelli and

Joel Grey working in the Kit-Kat club among the drag
artists in pre-war Berlin.

CAR WASH (1976) >
"

Antonio Fargas is a drag queen employed by the

car wash in this comedy with an ensemble cast.

CHRIST IRE JOFGERSER STORY, THE (1971) 0

John Hansen tries vainly to capture the essence
of the world’s first celebrity TS. The real-life

Christine acted as technical advisor.

COME BACK TO THE FIVE AMD DIME JIMMY DEAR, JIMMY
DEAR (1982)

“

A 20-year reunion takes place at a five and

dime for members of a James Dean fan club. The only

male member is now a woman, played by Karen Black.

COMIRG TO AMERICA (1988) t

Arsenio Hall dons drag and comes on to Eddie

Murphy, an African prince looking for a bride.
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John Hansen and the real Christine

Jorgensen.

"CROCODILE" DUNDEE (1986) t

Mick runs across a TV in a New York bar and
proceeds to humiliate her.

DAY OF THE LOCUST (1975) t

John Schlesinger's adaptation of Nathanial
Vest*s novel about Hollywood in the thirties. Some
TV's appear briefly.

DEAD IfEN DON'T WEAR PLAID (1982) , t

Steve Martin dons forties drag in this private
eye spoof.

ifDIAMONDS ARE FOREVER (1971) , t

James Bond arch-enemy Ernst Stavros Blofeld
(Charles Gray) does a turn in drag

DOG DAY AFTERNOON ( 1975 ) •,
'

A1 Pacino is a crazed bank robber trying to

raise money for his lover's sex-change operation.
Based on a true story.
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DREAM BOYS REVUE (1985)
, 0, G

Lyle Waggoner and Ruth Buzzi host this beauty
pageant featuring 30 top female impersonators in

talent, evening wear and sportswear competitions,

**DRESSED TO KILL (1980) 0

Michael Caine as the killer psychiatrist/
transsexual. Brian DePalma slasher/thriller is yet

another homage to Hitchcock's Psycho.

DR, JEKYLL AMD SISTER HYDE (1972) •, 0

A Hammer Studio classic. Ralph Bates takes
female hormones from murdered women and concocts a

life-prolonging potion that unfortunately, turns him
into the sexy and sex-starved Martine Beswick.

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT SEI
(BUT WERE AFRAJD TO ASK) (1972) ,

Woody Allen's adaptation of Dr. David Reuben's

bestseller contains one segment dealing with Lou

Jacoby being discovered as a TV. Strictly camp.

FEMALE TROUBLE (1974) ., ", §

Divine is Dawn Davenport, teenage hoodlum,

unwed mother, working girl and murderer in this John

Waters epic. Also starring Cookie Mueller.

FLESH (1968)

From the Warhol factory, this features Joe

Dallesandro as a bisexual street hustler. With Candy
Darling.

FOR YOUR EYES OILY (1981) t, e

Roger Moore 007 film has famous TS model Tula

in one brief scene by the pool. Look fast.

**FREEBIE AID THE BEAM (1974) , 0, a

The definitive killer TV as presented by

Christopher Morley. A must for any collection. Flaw-
less performance by Morley in otherwise pedestrian
car chase caper.
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James Cam is attacked in the Sadies

room by crazed TV Christopher Nor ley.

FOTEY TBIEG HAPPENED 01 THE WAY TO THE FORUK, A

(1966)
,

t

Jack Gilford dons ancient Roman drag in this
comedy /musical*

GIRL STROKE BOY (1970) • ,
0

British comedy centering on sex role confusion.

Is the black person in the unisex clothes and afro
really a boy or a girl?

GLEE OR GLEEDA (1952) , 0

Director Edward Wood, Jr., a noted TV himself
stars as Glen, a poor soul desperately trying to

reveal his feminine side to his fiance, A camp
classic,

GOODBYE CHARLIE (1964) t

Debbie Reynolds is the reincarnation of a male-
chauvinist gangster. Also stars Tony Curtis and Pat

Boone.

HAPPY EEV YEAR (1987)
,

t

Peter Falk impersonates a rich old woman in

order to pull off a jewel heist.
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WHAT WASHISStX...

"Tmmec'
MV S£Y/‘
R DRRING EXPOSE OF

R MODERN PROBLEM.

+ ADULTS

ONLY!

”6!en or Glenda” was re-issued in 1981

under the title ”1 Changed My Sex!”

HAUITED HOKEYKOOK (1986) t

For some reason Dom DeLuise stars as Aunt
Kate, a woman in this Gene Wilder comedy.

HE’S MY GIRL (1987) *, 0

T.K. Carter impersonates a woman in order to

accompany his would-be rock star buddy to L.A.

Carter does a pretty good job of it and seems to be

having fun with the role.

HIGH RISK (1981) t

Cleavon Little dons drag during this action/
adventure set in Colombia.

HOLLYWOOD VICE SQUAD (1986) , t

•Fairly convincing male hooker in drag is

picked up by cop and chased into pool.

OHOKICIDAL (1961) 0
William Castle's classic is unfortunately

lumped in with Psycho imitators. Jean Arless stars
as both Emily and Warren.

HOUSE OK BARE XOUHTAIK (1962)
'

A man masquerading as a woman runs a girls
boarding school. His/her assistant is a werewolf.

Also appearances by Frankenstein and Dracula.
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SPECIATFRI6HTBREAK"
There will be a special “FRIGHT BREAK"

during the showing of William Castle's

‘Homicidal." All those too timid to

take the climax will be

welcomed to the

COWARD’S

CORNER!
THE STORY

OFA
PSYCHOTIC

A
/

WILLIAMCASMS

mrnui
m n*mcv: *
JEAN *

UORBEII - bRESLIN • Lemmch • Bunce WtsfEli

^ i, iioa* «!iw
b,

jaw. castii •A Cfc;1 PfiOOXIlOfi Afa&lteta •

I WAIFA BE A BEAUTY QUEER (1979) 0, $

Some of the most outrageous 'girls’ ever vie

for the title of Alternative Kiss World. Divine is

guest emcee,

I WAIT WHAT I WAIT (1972) , 0

Anne Heywood as a man who wants to be a woman
and wear lots and lots of make-up.

I WAS A HALE WAR BRIDE (1949)

French Army officer Cary Grant impersonates a

woman in order to accompany VAC wife Ann Sheridan
back to U.S.

IT’S A GO! GO! GO! WORLD (1964) , «

Another 'Kondo' movie this shockumentary
travels across the world to bring us the most
bizarre sights ever seen. Includes a brief visit with

Coccinelle, the famed French TS.
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IZZY AFD HOE (1985) t

Made-for-television film features Art Carney
and Jackie Gleason as prohibition agents in the 20 's.

Carney impersonates a woman as part of the ’sting'.

JOCKS (1987) •, t, #

An intercollegiate team of tennis players go to

Las Vegas for the final showdown match. Cameo by
Kenny Kerr, star of Boy-lesque,

JO JO BAFCER, YOUR LIFE IS CALLIKG (1986) *, t

Richard Pryor's semi-autobiography contains a

great scene where Richard, in drag, pulls out a fake

pistol and tries to bluff a Mafia boss into paying
him a due salary.

JUBILEE (1978) t, e

Drama/musical looks at a punk-ruled England,
With music by Wayne/Jayne County.

L.A. LAV (THE T.V. PILOT) , t

The original pilot had a secretary for McKen-
zie, Brachman and Kusak who turned out to be a TS.

LA CAGE AUX FOLLES (1978) , 0

Wonderful performance by Michel Serrault as an

aging drag queen working at La Cage with lover Ugo

Tognazzi, French farce dubbed in English.

LA CAGE AUX FOLLES II (1980) 0

Aubin and Zsa Zsa become involved with a spy

ring in St, Tropez, Lukewarm sequel. Dubbed.

LA CAGE AUX FOLLES III: THE VEDDIIG (1985) , 0
France's odd couple are back and drag queen Zsa

Zsa must marry and sire an heir in order to inherit

a family fortune, which she needs to save the
nightclub. Dubbed in English.

LAV OF DESIRE (1987) •, 0
In Spanish with English subtitles. Details the

quest for love and happiness between a gay theatre
director and a TS.
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LEGEND OF BILLIE JEAI, THE (1985) ., t

Billie Jean, a rebel on the run from the law

for a crime she's not guilty of, is impersonated by

her brother in one scene and he gets shot.

LET XE DIE A VOMAX (1979) 0
Actual film footage of a sex-change operation

is not for the squeamish. Interviews with TS's and
TV's, stock footage from newsreels and porno films.

LIFE OF BRIAX, THE (1979) •, t

Terry Jones plays Brian's mother in this Monty
Python comedy. Also, Eric Idle plays a man who wants
to be called Loretta and have babies.

LOXGEST YARD, THE (1974) v t

Burt Reynolds' prison/football drama features a

drag cheerleading squad.

LUST IB THE DUST (1985) , t, «

Divine and Tab Hunter reunited in this oater

from Paul Bartel. Also features Lainie Kazan and

Cesar Romero.
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MEIAGE A TROIS (1987)

Gerald Depardieu stumbles onto a male/female

couple robbing his house and he takes them in,

becoming both his and her lover. He trains the male

burglar into becoming his girl and in the end dons
drag himself to become a prositute. In French with

English subtitles,

**MIAMI VICE: THE MOVIE (1984)
,

t

A killer TV is brought to justice by Don

Johnson in this pilot for the series.

MISSOURI BREAKS, THE (1976)
,

t

An Arthur Penn western with Marlon Brando and

Jack Richolson. Brando is a ‘regulator’ hired to

dispatch cattle rustlers. In one scene he dons

frontier drag.

MOIDO TRASHO (1969)
,

", «

John Waters' first feature stars Divine in gold
lame. ’Silent' with a musical score.

MQITY PYTHGI’S THE MEAM IMG OF LIFE (1983) ,
"

As in most Monty Python films, some of the

guys play girls. Check out the scene where the

dinner party meets Death.

MORI IMG AFTER, THE (1986) t, «

Jane Fonda is involved in a murder mystery and
goes to a drag queen friend for help. The queen is

played by Gypsy.

MOUSE THAT ROARED, THE (1959) .,

Peter Sellers plays the Grand Ducchess of the

Duchy of Grand Fenwick among other roles.

MULTIPLE MAIIACS (1970) , ", a

John Waters’ skewered look at suburban
decadence starring Divine.

MYRA BRECKIFRIDGE (1970) 0

Rex Reed undergoes a sex-change and become
Raquel Welch. One of the worst films you could ever
hope to see. Based on the novel by Gore Vidal.
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Mae Vest and Raquel Welch, starred in

"Myra Breckinridge". Racquet is the

transsexual altei—ego of Rex Reed in

the film.

\
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"

MYSTERY OF ALEXHA, THE (1986)
,
0

French drama of sexual allegory, based on a

true story. A man raised as a girl in a convent
leaves to teach at a girl's school and falls in love

with one of the pupils. In French with English
subtitles,

HEV LIFE, A (1988) •, t

Alan Alda as a recently divorced Vail Street

whiz encounters a TV,

**IEVLYDEADS, THE (1987) 0

A killer TV dispatches the guests at a sleazy

motel In this slasher flick. Sound familiar?

SIGHT AT LA CAGE, A (1985)
, 0, ft

Milton Berle hosts an evening at the famous
L.A. night club featuring performances by some of

the best impersonators around,

FOBODY'S PERFEKT (1981) t

Gabe Kaplan comedy features Robert Klein as a

psychiatric patient who occasionally dresses as

Bette Davis.

**F0 WAY TO TREAT A LADY (1968) •, t

Rod Steiger is a killer who dons various
disguises to trick his victims. One is a woman. Also
features a TV in a bar scene with George Segal.

OUTRAGEOUS! (1977)
, 0, 3

Craig Russell shines as the female impersonator
pen-pal of schizophrenic Hollis McLaren in this
heartwarming film. Many other drag artists featured.

PEI ITEFT IARY III (1987) , 0, e

Jim Bailey is Cleopatra, drag queen 'girlfriend'

of fellow cellmate Anthony Geary in this little seen
exploitation prison pic.

Continued on page 30.
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By Rwanda Uinters
Professions / Female Impersonator

I start out. uith a pancake makeup as a base. I

use it as lightly as possible because I can’t stand

ftked-on makeup ~ that waxy face look, hod then lots of a

powder - I usually use a creamy beige powder ~ and lots

of it! You should use a powder in a lighter color than
the. color of your base, because the base will absorb the

powder and darken St. Pet it on and using a large makeup

brush, brush the powder in. Don’t use the pad to blend

it In.

Flftar my main foundation, I start working on my

eyes. Colors may vary. Today I’m starting with a pink on

the inner eye, up to the brow. Then a purple, next to

the pink on the inner eye, .across, leaving a bare spot

next to the brow. Below the brow in the bare spot I’m

using a gold. Over the lid, as a base, a true blue. In

the crease of the eye, I go with a dark grey ~ almost

black. Dnce it’s on, I use a fine brush and blend bhem

in. (I always wear old jeans when doing my make-up so I

can wipe my pads on bhem - I always use pads because

wibh brushes the colors tend to fly all over the place.)
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Now over the eye fid, on top of the blue, a translucent

white to brighten it and give the eyes more depth. Nou

take a fine brush and blend the colors lightly, let the

colors flow into one another, rather than having

streaks. Fade it out at the ends. This is ’street’

makeup, not for stage because there’s not enough color

to it.

Rfter I have the eye color, I go with an eyeliner.

I use a liquid because I find pencils are just too

awkward. They don’t go on deep enough, with good

darkness and I have some difficulty using pencils. They

don’t take over the panstick and the pouder. It’s hard

to get used to using the liquid liner, but once you do,

it’s wonderful.

You line along, the top of the eyelashes, and

another thing you have to get used to is the feeling of

a very fine brush running along your eyelids. Rfter it’s

on, I always fan it dry. bJhen I first began using the

liquid liner, I would find myself opening my eyes and

getting the liquid onto my shadows. It dries fairly

quick, but not quick enough.
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Then onto the bottom, underneath of the iedge.

hgain, this took a iot of getting used to. The nice thing

about liquid liner is that you never have to re-apply it

once it's on.

The next step is my cheeks. Using a small blush

brush, I use very loose pouder - a very little amount.

Belou the cheekbone, tn enhance them, and along both

sides of my nose (unfortunately my nose is too uide).

Then to bring out the cheekbone, I use uhite eyeshadow
that hi ends right into the pouder. I run it along the

cheekbone, under the eyes, then along the bridge of the

nose ho bring that out.

Then I go to a blush. I use two colors, second-

hand-rose and burnt red. I blend the tuo together. In

the. middle of where I’ve brought out the cheeks and

belou the highlighting of the cheekbone, I run the blush.

Right into the hairline. I also run it lightly along the

bottom of my jawbone. Then I blend it all together with

powder. 5ometimes I have to re-apply the blush after

blending but you get a smoother look this way.
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Using black shadow, I line my brows. Then I line my

lips. When bhab’s finished I add my lipcolor. I like bo

use a gloss and a lip brush. I use bhe gloss bhab’s in a

libbie case and you have bo use a brush bo apply it. Rnd

bhe final sbep is bo apply mascara. If I were doing a

show, I’d apply mascara and false eyelashes. Uery feu

uomen wear false eyelashes so if I were bo pub bhem on

nou, for sbreeb wear, ib would bhrou off bhe illusion.

Nexb come bhe breasbs! I use foam rubber breasb

forms, and abbach bhem uibh spirib gum or rubber cemenb.

I apply ib around bhe edges and while looking in bhe

mirror I posibion bhem, apply a libbie pressure, hold bhem

for a momenb and voila! ~ you have your own breasb. R

brick is bo buy uhibe forms and apply your base bo bhe

form ibself. Rnd brusb me on bhis, bhe nipples on bhe

forms are way boo big. Use a razor bo shave bhem doun,

or remove bhem complebely.

The advanbage bo glueing bhe forms on is bhab bhey

uon'b move and you’re nob limibed bo whab you can wear.

You can wear bube-bops or haibei—bops and nob have bo

worry aboub bra sbraps.
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bihat I use for hip pads are shoulder pads ~ four

sets of half- or quarter— inch thick shoulder pads seun

together. This gives you an oval shaped hip pad and oil!

only cost you about ' five dollars. I year these

underneath support pantyhose, sheer to waist. I wear

Oanskins over top of those fiesh-tone tights. Then a

pair of cheap pantyhose over that. It’s not as warm as

some people think! How I tuck is nobody’s business -

thab’s how Rmanda becomes Rmanda!

fifter I’m dressed, the final sbep is adding the

hair. I can wear my own hair bub for boday’s shoob I’m

going bo wear a wig. I always do my own hair.Rfter bhe

wig is in place, I add a libble cleavage. Using a blush,

brush it right down the cenber, lightening it as you

come up. Curve it over top and underneath the breasts.

Recent everything with a libble jewelry, some

fingernails and perfume and Rmanda’ s ready to hit the

town!

Hmanda Uinters is CLtrrently appearing in bhe east

of Martel's Follies appearring every other 5aturday at
The Neu Prelude in Neu Hope, Pa.
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PERSONAL SERVICES (1987) • ,
t

Amusing look at sexual morality in the U.K.

Julie Waters runs Britain's poshest bordello,

catering to the kinks of the rich and famous,

including those into TV.

PHILADELPHIA EXPERIMENT, THE (1984) , t

Michael Pare is a Navy man from the '40's who
is hurled into the '80's by a time warp. While
resting in jail he encounters a TV and isn't fooled

for a minute.

PINK FLAMINGOS (1972) , ", to

Infamous John Waters' film is 'an exercise in

poor taste,' Starring Divine.

POLYESTER (1981) ., t, s

Divine is Francine Fishpaw living in a suburban
nightmare with Tab Hunter. Directed by John Waters.

POLICE ACADEMY 5: ASSIGNMENT MIAMI BEACH (1988) #,t

One brief scene with an unmasking of a TV by

those inept Police people.

PRIVATES ON PARADE (1984) , 0

Comedy about a British theatrical troupe in the

*40's features Dennis Quilley as' the show's drag
queen director.

PRIVATE POPSICLE (1982) , t

Three teenage soldier 'boys and their wild

adventures in the army. Once scene has them donning
drag and doing a song and dance number, and their

sergeant falls head over heels for one of them.

PRIVATE SCHOOL...FOR GIRLS (1983) t

Farce about a rivalry between two girls over a

boy from the nearby school. Some of the boys don
drag to spy on the girls school.
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"i&ME YOU* VERY EYES!

PARENTS: ^
Be sure your children

are sufficiently mature to

witness the intimate details

of this frank and

V revealing film. V

Tula is located far left on the set of

’’For Your Eyes Only”
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PROMISES! PROMISES! (1963) • ,
t, #

Jayne Mansfield bares all in this comedy that
also feautes impersonator T.C, Jones.

«PSYCHQ (1960)
,

Hitchcock's classic. Maybe the most famous
movie ever made. The film where most people learned

hte meaning of or first heard the word 'transves-

tite.'

PRODUCERS, THE (1968) •, t

Madcap Mel Brooks first directorial effort has
Gene Wilder and Zero Mostel hiring a drag queen as

their director of 'Springtime for Hitler.'

**REFLECT 10$ OF FEAR, A (1971) 0

Sondra Locke as the boy raised as a girl who
is reunited with her father after fifteen years and
develops an evil split personality that kills,

REST- A-COP (1988) t

Burt Reynold's action pic has one of the final

showdowns take place in a trendy nightclub
frequented by TV's. One tries to steal co-star Liza

Minnelli's muff.

RISKY BUSINESS (1983) ,
A teenage boy (Tom Cruise) is left alone in his

parent's home for a weekend and gets involved with

prostitutes, killer pimps and a very large TV.

ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW (1975) 0

Two innocents stumble onto a haunted castle

populated by Transylvanian transvestites,

homosexuals, an incestuous brother/sister pair and

other delights. The definitive cult film.

ROSE, THE (1979) , t

Bette Midler as a Janis Joplin-type pop star

encounters drag queens in one scene.
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SECOJTD SERVE (1987) 0
Sensitive portrait of tennis star/opthamolo-

gist/transsexual Dr. Renee Richards was a made-for-
television film. Vanessa Redgrave is superb as

Richards.

SHADEY (1987) , 0

Black comedy about a TS who can read minds
and transfer what he sees to film. He sells his
talent in order to pay for his sex-change.

/

«SILEIT PARTIER, THE (1978) • ,
t

Bank teller Elliot Gould inadvertantly becomes
involved with psychotic bank robber Christopher
Plummer. Plummer dons matronly drag and gets in the

tellers line at the bank in one scene.

S.O.B. (1981) , t

Blake Edwards' parody of Hollywood has Robert
Vaughn in corset, stockings and high heels.

SOME LIKE IT HOT (1959) , 0
Musicians Tony Curtis and Jack Lemmon

impersonate women ana join an all-girl band to

escape the mob,

Jack Lemmon and Mariltp Monroe snuggle

up during ’’Some Like It Hot.”
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STIR CRAZY (1980) t

Georg Stanford Brown as the gay prison inmate
dons drag to help wrongly convicted Gene Wilder and
Richard Pryor stage an escape.

**STRIPPED TO KILL (1987) 0

Kay Lenz is an undercover cop posing as a

stripper in order to find the psychotic maniac who’s

been murdering strippers. Pia Kamakahi plays the
killer TV Roxanne/Eric who has been implausibly
killing everyone in sight.

TAXI zm KLO (1982) 0

A controversial look at gay life in Vest
Germany contains drag scenes. Warning: explicit sex
scenes. In German with English subtitles.

**TENANT, THE (1976)
,

Bizarre psychological thriller from Roman
Polanski (who also stars) about a man who inhabits

a weird hotel room. Polanski dons women’s attire.

*^TERROR THAI! (1979)

A masked killer stalks college kids on a party

train. Although it gives away the ending, the killer
- Kenny - is hiding on the train disguised as the

magician's sexy female assistant. Pretty convincing.

And finally on tape.

THREE 01 A COUCH (1966) t

In order to get psychiatrist Janet Leigh to

marry him, Jerry Lewis has to play five roles, one a

woman

.

**THUNDERBALL (1965) , t

The fourth Sean Connery James Bond film opens

with a sequence involving a killer in drag,

THUNDERBOLT AND LIGHTFOOT (1974) , t

Jeff Bridges does drag in this Clint Eastwrood

caper.

Continued on Page 36.



Creative Design Services
P.O.Box 1263, King of Prussia, PA 19406

215-640-9449

An ever expanding line of Products and Services

for the TV/TS community -

"Art& Illusion:A Guide to Crossdressing ', a 48 page guide full of tips

and tricks, illustrations and tables to help you create the feminine

image you want. Now in its second edition/it has sold over 1200

copies worldwide.'$10 postpaid.
r

LadyLike Magazine, the pew standard for TV/TS publications. Slick,

glossy and full of useful information and articles. Single issues, $8.50

postpaid. Four issue subscriptions are $24.

Mona Lisa chrams in Sterling Silver were commisioned by the

Renaissance group as a symbol of their transgendered unity. These

intricately detailed charms are custom made and hand finished by
one of the finest craftsmen in the country, Henri David of

Philadelphia. The charms are made available exclusively through

CDS. $40 postpaid and insured.

CDS Paradise in the Poconoweekends are semi-annual events held

in May and September in the beautiful Pennsylvania Pocono
mountains. We completely take over a small resort and party the

entire weekend. Some of the planned activities include a costume
party, a Princess of the Pocono competition. Amateur Talent Show,
and a Feminity Workshop. The weekend is staffed with professionals

and personnel from within the community so your needs are well

understood. This event is a very good place to come out of the

closet and is particularly nice for couples. Write or call for the details

on the next weekend.

CDS has a bundle of projects in the works, the most exciting of which
is Femininely Speaking, the first publication that will help you to

develop a more natural feminine voice. Watch for details on this

and other items.
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Crossdresser’s Movie Guide Continued From Page 34.

TO BE OR IOT TO BE (1933)
,

t, 0

Mel Brooks' remake of the Jack Benny classic
features Gypsy again in a cameo as the mincing drag
queen 'dresser' of the Polish theatrical troupe.

TOO OUTRAGEOUS! (1988) 0, 0

Craig Russell and Hollis McLaren return in this
sequel to Outrageous! Not as good as the first one
but some wonderful performances by Russell.

TOP SECRET! (1984) •, t

The East German woman's Olympic team is

portrayed by male bodybuilders in drag.

TOOTSIE (1983) , 0

Dustin Hoffman as Dorothy Michaels. 'Nuff said.
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TRASH (1970) , a

Outrageous tale of two of life's losers, and
what they do to deserve one another. From Andy
Warhol and featuring Holly Voodlawn.

TRIPLE ECHO, THE (1973) , 0

The TV classic! Brian Beacon is an army
deserter who becomes Glenda Jackson’s sister. Tough
guy Oliver Reed tries to get fresh with 'her' at the

Christmas dance. /

TWICE TWO (193?) ,
A Laurel and Hardy short features the boys

each playing the other's wife at a dinner.

VICTOR/VICTOR IA (1982) 0
Blake Edwards' period comedy features Julie

Andrews as a woman portraying a man impersonating
a woman. Also has a FI chorus line and Robert
Preston donning drag.

WILD, WILD WORLD OF JAYIE KAISFIELD (1968)
,

t

A 'mondo' movie that follows Hollywood's most
publicized figure to topless beach resorts, strip
joints, Europe and drag queen parties.

WOXAI IISIDE, THE (1981) , 0
A sincere, though flawed look at a TS and the

problems she encounters trying to find herself.

Gloria Manon is unconvincing as the TS.

5* Gloria Mcnon.
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WORLD ACCORDING TO GARP, THE (1982) ,
"

Based on the bestselling novel, Robin Williams
is T.S. Garp, and John Lithgow is his best friend
Roberta, the TS football player.

YOOTG DOCTORS IE LOVE (1982) .,

Spoof of soap opera hospitals features Hector
Elizondo in drag.

ZORRO, THE GAY BLADE (1981) .,

George Hamilton swish-buckler. Zorro's twin gay
cousin (Hamilton) dons 18th century drag to help out
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at Donna's Hair Studio

Treat yourself to a full

cosmetic make-over by Eric.

And while you’re at it, why
not try that new hairstyle?

Yoy cm also shop for

clothes, make-up end hair

products all in the privacy

of a full service beauty
salon located conveniently in

Ewing, NJ. Open Wednesday
evenings exclusively for

TV’s. Call (609) 683-0002 for

an appointment or directions.

O + * <* * *
# * * n * ‘y_ * ^
Metaphysical Shop
of New Hope

127 S. Main St. • New Hope, PA

Lapidary

Essential & Massage Oils

Books— all metaphysical

subjects • Tarot Cards

Crystal Balls & Stands

300 Herbs & Spices

Subliminal Tapes

Natural Crystals

w
.7

r

215-862-5629

Tarot Readings, no
appointment necessary
• Channel Trance readings

by appointment only

Open nights Friday.

Saturday &
Sunday

Original” Movie Memorabilia

We've got

the stutt

dreams are

made of...

POSTERS
8 x 10

GLOSSIES

LOBBY CARDS
ARTICLES WITH

PHOTOS
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The Second in an Ongoing Series on H3il TO FF65...

THE EDGE OF ILLUSION
BY Julia Matheson

I was driving with a friend of mine on our
way to lunch recently, and gave him to look at

Virginia Prince* s invaluable book How to be a

Woman Though Male. One passage impressed him so
much, that he quoted it to me as we drove, and I

reproduce it here:

•'If an FP is going to 'go public', she
should certainly not attempt to satisfy his
whim of what he would like her to wear, but

rather should try to utilize clothing,

accessories, jewelry, hairdo, etc.
,

which
are appropriate to her size, age, face and
figure. She should try to be as good
looking a woman as she can under the
circumstances seeking to be so authentic
that she doesn* t stand out for either good
or bad, but merely fades and blends into the

crowd as just another woman. Blending or

fading doesn't mean becoming common,

ordinary, or indistinguishable from every-
body else .... Fading into merely
suggests that you not exceed the limits of

feminine variability in the particular
social strata and circumstances where you
may find yourself."

What makes my friend's approval of the

passage particularly interesting is that he is not

your ordinary TV, in fact he is not a TV at all.

He is Billy Gene Wallace, a highly professional
and original female impersonator who is an inter-

ested and sympathetic observer of the heterosexual
TV world, without himself being a part of it.
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When he sets out to plan one of his stage
performances, whether it's as Liza Minelli in

'Cabaret', or as the woman on the phone in Jean
Cocteau's 'La Voix Humaine'

,
he attempts above

all, to be believable as a woman, and this is

exactly in line with Virginia Prince's sound
advice.

It made me think of some TVy situations which
I have avoided because I felt less than
comfortable with the illusion of femininity that

others were trying to create. For example, a

pyjama party.

Politely, I hope, I turned down the invita-
tion. Among the expected guests were some fairly
hefty TV's I had already seen with their physical
characteristics remarkably well adapted into a

reasonable facsimile of femininity. However I

just couldn't accept as pleasing to my perhaps
prejudiced eye, those same ladies moving around in

flimsy nightdresses.

Am I preaching at you? Indeed I am, but the

criterion for what one wears as a TV in company, I

suggest, is one's audience. By oneself,’ the

wildest fantasies are fair game. If you want to

experience the most exquisite erotic feelings that

result from being dressed as Dorothy in 'The
Wizard of Oz'

,
a lady lion tamer in a circus, or a

pregnant airline stewardess, acting out one's
dreams is one of the joys of transvestism.

However, do spare a thought before you bestow
this joyous sight on someone else, particularly if

you are a little large to be Dorothy, a little too
muscular to be convincing in a skimpy circus
costume, or too old to be pregnant.
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"Going public" to use Virginia Prince’s
phrase, I suggest, should be extended beyond
considering the effect that one would have on the
people that one might meet on the street, for

one’ s own self-preservation. Lack of consider-
ation can certainly cause distress to one's
spouse, and understandably.

However, what some of us forget is that it

may also render other transvestites uncomfortable
too, particularly in a public, or semi-public
situation. A group gathering, even in a compara-
tively secluded location, can be made much less

enjoyable if one of the company is readable or

really displeasing to the eye through inappropri-
ate dress.

A real woman may want to create a striking
impression, but she also likes it to be a

favorable impression, and this includes good
taste. The basic canon when considering an item
of attire is - does it suit her? How often does
one hear the phrase ' I wish I could wear that, but

I'm too tall/short /slim/heavy. .. etc. '

Even in the field of the professional enter-
tainer, where the audience knows full well that

the performer is in reality a male, a good profes-
sional female impersonator will endeavor to be

sufficiently believable in appearance, if not

always in speech or manner, so as to stay on the

edge of a titillating sexual illusion.

I think that we can learn this lesson from

them, and thus add to the fun of the duality of

our sexual personality mix by keeping our appear-

ance within the boundaries set by our basic

physical attributes. After all, 'real' women do

it B 1 1 the time, and what better justification can

there be?

© 1988 Julia flatheson, Reprinted with permission,



Beauty...

by choice.
Update your “look.” Stray hairs on your brow and
embarrassing facial hair destroy a stylish appearance.
Eliminate the need for painful waxing and plucking

by permanently removing unwanted hair through
electrolysis. If you’re tired of constantly combatting
excess hair with temporary methods and want a
smooth, stylish look, contact:

BETTER IMAGE. INC.

MARIE BOGRAD
ELECTROLYSIS

SUITE 402

20 NASSAU STREET
PRINCETON, NJ 06542

609/924-0394

Member
The International Guild of
Professional Electrologists, Inc."
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ADVERTISEMENT
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En Fessnie will not publish an ad

that contains sexually explicit

language or photo, Any words or

phrases relating to sexual activity

may be excluded at the discretion

of the editors, which reserves the

right to edit or re-write any ad

that violates this policy or its

intent,

li&I&iimlii tar Msicilml

The free ad is United to five

lines and the printing of a

suitable photograph, The ad will

run until the subscription has

lapsed or until removed by the

subscriber,

Answering Coded Ads

Put each letter in a sealed, stamp-

ed envelope with the code number of

the ad you are answering in the

lover left-hind corner, Place these

letters in a larger envelope, along

with $1,00 for each letter to be

forwarded (maximum fee is $5,00)

and nail to En Feme, P , 0 ,
Box

7854, Vest Trenton, N.J, 08628,

J >

Robyn Ann Box NJ100

SUM, 30, member Renaissance,

Publisher of En Feme
, Interests

include music, film, 'computers
;

photography, shopping, reading,

writing, drawing, Pass well and go

out often, Vill correspond/meet

with others with similar interests,

Participant of Fantasia Fair,

Paradise in the Poconos, (Photo)

Angela Box PA101

SVM, 36, actor, musician,

party girl, Interested in fashion,

film, photography, dining, shop-

ping, Member and officer of

Renaissance, (Photo)
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Box NY 106

m, TV/T6, 53, member Tri-

Ess, Tiffany, Retired, lives part-

time
,

travels NYC area; shopping,

socials, etc, Family grown &

understanding, Will answer

w/ photo, (Photo)

Sarabeth Box NE1 IS

Now comes Sarabeth
, , ,

fiftyish; balding; wondering; has

she elveys fantasised being female?

'Dressed' in childhood by misan-

drist mother
;

somehow maintained

heterosexuality 1 Resisting Dr,

Fiber's scalpel
, , ,

still fantas-

ising about life across the gender

gap
, , ,

waiting to correspond on

same! (Photo)

TS, 35, quiet, sensitive,

caring, Enjoys skiing, computers,

reading, dancing, Profiled in En

Femme 17,
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Janet Box R I 1 1

6

Young-looking HUM TV passes

easily, 5Q's, college educated,

interested in meeting others for

cross dressing, photo sessions,

etc, Letter w/photo gets mine,

Jeff Box INI 05

Donna B, Box PA 118

Harried TV, interviewed in

En Feme 17, Runs Vegas BBS, a

computer information & message

system, Member Renaissance, DJ at

Paradise in The Poconos,

Nicole Box NJ103

SWH, 40, TV, member of

Renaissance, participant in Pocono

Weekends, Paradise in the Poconos,

Interested in corresponding and

meeting with others, Interested in

photography, video, aircraft,

music, foreign films,

“ 6WM
/ 28, 5 'TO"

,
175 lbs,

brown hair, blue eyes, Considered

sensitive, an easy-going pacifist,

Hobbies include art, music,

dancing, nature, poetry, cars,

Likes cats, Interested in corres-

ponding with and possibly meeting

with TV's, TS's, CD's who wish to

find out what acceptance really is,

(Photo)
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Steve Box NJ115

SW«, 41, ex-TV, loves TS's,

TV's, pro drag shows, eye Rake-up,

foreign fills, opera, Bugs Bunny,

dining, being bi with the right

'girl', seamed stockings 4 high

heels, photos and writing to you,

Michel le Box 0H117

SV Ohio area, would like to

meet other he ter o TV's to discuss 4

have parties in my home or other

house, Wife understands, Trying to

improve my feminine self, Hobbies

are aviation and golf, (Photo)

Candi Box FL113

m, TV/TS, 35, Interested

in all things feminine, art, music,

movies, photography, Correspondence

with possible meeting, Open to all,

Please include photo for mine,

(Photo)

Jennifer Box PAT 1

0

Interested in juvenile theme

TV? I am, Vill correspond only with

all who are interested in exchang-

ing stories, "Eleven" year old

Jenny would like a pen-pal,

Karen Box NJ121

TS, living in New Jersey,

would like to have another TS or

open-minded TV as roommate to share

my home,
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Joan Box CANADA! 14

Kim Box IL120

TV, executive, travels a

great deal, very interested in

escorting passable TS/TV on the

town for an evening, If interested,

please write and enclose address &

phone number
,

Be treated like the

lady you a&e,

Carmen Box CA122

TV, 32, member ETVC,

Feminine linage, Interests include

movies
,

dance, music
,

volleyball,

Interested in corresponding/meeting

other TV's & friends of TV's, Would

like to explore S, Calif, en feme,

TS, early 60's, retired

engineer, wants to meet other TS's

especially from NE States or Mari-

times, if possible, Will travel to

meet same, Please reply, (Photo)

Jenny D, Baker Box PA102

Pre-op TS, 31, living as a

woman for over 8 years in Phila,

Member of Renaissance, Interests

include science fiction, Dr, Who,

comic books, video, film, British

satire, Participant of Paradise in

the Poconos,



Free Classified Ads For Groups 1

Groups lay list themselves
,

their

addresses, phone nuiber or mention

their upcoming events in the Class-

ified Section free of charge, The

editors reserve the right to edit

or rewrite classified ads to

correct grammar or spelling or to

refuse sexually explicit words or

phrases, Any ads soliciting money

will be considered commercial ads

and are not available as a free ad,

JANUS/OC

Transsexual support group c/o Dr,

H, har tin Hal in
,

4835 Del Ray Ave,
f

Bethesda, HD 20814,

THE TRANSSEXUAL VOICE

A newsletter written by and about

transsexuals, $2,00 per copy,

$12,00 per year, P.0, Box 16314,

Atlanta, 6A 30321,

TRANSSEXUAL SUPPORT

GROUP

Formed in 1985, the support group

is a non-political group whose

purpose is to ease loneliness and

provide hope through open-minded-

ness to all transgendered persons,

fleets 1st and 3rd Tuesday of every

month at Dignity House, 252 S, 12th

St, Phi la
, ,

PA, hailing address;

TS Support Group, P,Q, Box 15836,

Phila,
,

PA 19103,

,F , 6 , E

,

The International Foundation for

Gender Education - a non-profit

educational/service organization

designed to serve as a communi-

cations medium, outreach device,

and networking umbrella for the

entire TV/TS Community . Write to

I.F.G.E,
,

P,0, Box 367, Wayland, HA

01778, Publishes Tapestry,

Our Sorority

. RENAISSANCE

A non-profit, non-sexual

social /support/educational organi-

zation of transgendered

individuals, Heets monthly.

Publishes "Renaissance News", Write

to; Renaissance, P ,0 .
Box 1263,

King of Prussia, PA 19406,

Dedicated to serving the TV/TS

community with a policy of fair and

equal opportunities to all, and

without discriminatory policy

towards race, creed, national

origin, sexual being, or sexual

preference, All inquiries should

be sent to P ,0 , B , 11254, Lincolnia

Station, Alexandria, VA, 11312,
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U.F.E.

Long Island Pent Expression,

(Laibda Iota Chapter Tri-Ess),

Support group for hetero TV's,

Discussion eeetings 1st Hondays of

the eonth 7:30 p,i, Dress eeetings

3rd Saturday and one Friday

(varies) every eonth, Planning

therapist led separate support

group for wives and significant

others, Write P,C, Box 121, Ozone

Park, NY 11416,

B.A.D, 6raphics

For all your art needs! Original

artwork to your specifications, in

pen-and-ink, Hand-painted tee-

shirts, logos designed, business

cards, letterheads, Write to

B.A.D, 6raphies, c/o En Feite, P.D.

Box 7854, W, Trenton, N,J, 08628,

TV-TS Tapestry Journal
P.O. Box 367

Wayland. MA 01778

(617) 894-8340

THE JOURNAL jFOR PERSONS INTERESTED
IN CROSSDRESSING & TRANSSEXUALISM

Tasteful, comprehensive, non-profit, non-sexual
150 + pa^es of erltcles. editorials, letters, personal listings,

directory of organizations

Singh Copy Sio.oo Subscription 3<0.00
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